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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AGI: Adolescent Girls’ Initiative
ARHF: Adolescent Reproductive Health Forum (Fora),
a program of Women’s Health to Wealth

JHS: [in Ghana] Junior High School

AVFP: Alice Visionary Foundation Project

LSTC: Life Skill Training Course, a program
of the Adolescent Girls’ Initiative

BOM: [School] Board of Management
DCE: [in Ghana] District Chief Executive

KAP: Knowledge, Attitude, and Practice
LGBT: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender

DEO: [in Ghana] District Education Office

MCI: Millennium Cities Initiative, a project of
Columbia University’s Earth Institute

DHAN: DHAN Foundation

MOU: Memorandum of Understanding

FGM/C: Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting

NGO: Nongovernmental Organization

GAGE: Gender and Adolescence: Global Evidence

S.M.A.R.T. Goals: Goals that are Specific, Measurable,
Actionable, Realistic, and Timely

GBV: Gender-Based Violence
GCC: [in Ghana] Girl Child Coordinator
GES: Ghana Education Service
GS&L: Group Savings & Loan
H.O.P.E.: Haiti Outreach Pwoje Espwa
HAGN: Haiti Adolescent Girls Network
HIV/AIDS: Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired

SHS: [in Ghana] Senior High School
SoCCs: Social Capital Credits
STI: Sexually Transmitted Infection
UDHR: Universal Declaration of Human Rights
UN: United Nations
USAID: United States Agency for International Development

Immunodeficiency Syndrome

VAW: Violence Against Women

IRC: International Rescue Committee

WASH: Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene
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WHW: Women’s Health to Wealth
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CHAPTER

LESSON 1A

WHAT IS A GIRLS’ CLUB?

Brief Description
In this introductory lesson, girls will learn what the
Girls’ Club is and will share what they hope to get out
of the Club and why they joined.1 Girls will also begin
building relationships with each other. 2

Purpose
Girls are excited to join the Club and to form a community of peers. The Facilitator learns more about
the girls, so that he or she can tailor the Club to meet
their needs.3

Learning Objectives
77 Girls know the purpose of the Girls’ Club and what
they will learn as part of the Club.
77 Girls clearly understand how they can benefit from
participating in the Club.
77 Girls meet each other and begin to feel comfortable with each other.

Facilitator Preparation4
77 For the Warm-Up Activity, make nametags for
each girl using large letters. If you don’t have
nametags, use small pieces of paper, preferably
with tape on the back, so the girls can wear them.
Use first names only. If some girls know each other
and others do not, a nickname or second name
may be used for identification.

77 For Activity 3, prepare the template for the
Identity Web in advance.5 Draw a big circle on a
large piece of paper that all the girls can see. Then
draw a triangle for each girl in the Club at successive points around the circle, and write each girl’s
name next to one of the triangles. In the middle,
draw a small circle, and write your Club’s name inside this inner circle, if your Club is already named.
Otherwise, add the name during this lesson.

Materials Needed
• Chalkboard and chalk, or large piece of paper
and thick pen or marker for Facilitator
• Ball, rock, or other small object that can be held
in hand (optional)
• Notecards, small pieces of paper, or regular
size paper that can be torn
• Sticky nametags if available (otherwise, small
pieces of paper and tape can be used)
• Pen or pencil for each girl
• Tape, paste, string, or some kind of adhesive

1 Depending on the recruitment method for your Club, girls may not have “chosen” to join, but may have instead been selected by teachers, parents, or
others. In this case, skip Activity 2.
2 As noted in the Girls’ Club Start-Up Guide, if you are using this Handbook to organize and operate Boys’ Clubs or coeducational Clubs, simply substitute or add in “boys” wherever “girls” are mentioned.
3 WomenStrong recognizes that the use of gendered pronouns, such as “he/she,” is shifting in many parts of the world to be more inclusive. However,
WomenStrong has chosen to use these commonly accepted pronouns to ensure this curriculum is clear for users in all contexts. Please feel free to substitute “they/them” or other gender-neutral pronouns throughout the curriculum, if such usage is understood and more appropriate to your cultural setting.
4 Prior to the start of each lesson, you should read the entire lesson, make sure you clearly understand the topic to be discussed and how to run the
activities, and verify that you have the materials needed for the lesson. Additional preparation specific to this lesson, if any, is included in this Lesson Plan.
5 See p. 1-4 for Identity Web Template.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome! (15 minutes)
Welcome the girls, and introduce yourself, if the girls do not already know you.
Then say:
Welcome to your very first Girls’ Club session! This Club
is for YOU! I think our Club needs a name, don’t you? 6
Solicit a few reactions to get the girls involved and feeling
comfortable. Once you sense that they feel more at
ease, ask:
What do you want to call our Club?
Ask the girls for suggestions. Make sure that most of the
girls like the name and that they agree on it. They can do
so by voting for the name, making arguments for their
preferred name, etc. This is a warm-up exercise to help the
girls start interacting in a new way and grow more comfortable with each other.
Say:
Great! Now, let’s choose how we want to begin each
session of Club _____________________ [use the girls’ new
Club name]. We can start with a song, dance, or special
greeting, and we can begin each Club session this way.
How would you like to start your Club?
You may need to provide examples to the girls and help them create their own unique welcome.7 Once they have
created their welcome, do it together, and make it celebratory and fun!

Warm-Up Activity: That’s Not My Nametag! (10 minutes) 8
This warm-up activity is adapted from FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India.9

Distribute the nametags you prepared to the group, making sure that no girl gets her own nametag. The girls
should not wear the nametag.
Let the girls mingle. Each girl should find the girl whose nametag she has. For example, if Sarah has a nametag that
says “Mary,” Sarah should find the girl called Mary and give Mary her own nametag (someone else has Sarah’s
nametag and will be trying to find Sarah, to give Sarah her nametag). When the girls find each other, they should
introduce themselves, put their own nametags on, and ask each other to share 3 fun facts about themselves, such
as where they are from, their favorite food, or their favorite sport.

6 For existing Clubs, a new name is not needed. The organization responsible for the Club may also have a name for the Club already. If a Club name has
already been selected, skip this.
7 For ideas of welcome activities, see Annex 1.
8 For a list of additional warm-up activities, see Annex 2.
9 FHI 360 and IMPACT, Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India (FHI 360 and IMPACT, October 2007), Module 1, 3, https://
www.k4health.org/sites/default/files/life_skill_education_toolkit_2011.pdf.
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Activity 1: What Is a Girls’ Club? (5 minutes)
This is your opportunity to share with the girls what their Club is all about. Some things you might want to share
with the girls are:
◊

Why this Club was started

◊

The Club’s objectives10

◊

Topics to be covered in the course of the year/semester

◊

The kinds of activities they will do in the Club

◊

What they can expect to learn in the Club

Here is a sample explanation of a Club adapted from WomenStrong Consortium Member Women’s
Health to Wealth:
We are a special group of girls who would like to learn more about ourselves as readers, writers, thinkers, and leaders
who will bring about positive changes in ourselves, friends and families, communities, and country, and make the
world a better place to live.
Our special group is a Girls’ Club. This Club will provide a safe place for you to share your own ideas and thoughts
on girls and women and to talk about issues that you think are important for girls, your Club, and other like-minded
Clubs around the region and the world. This will be done in a respectful, peaceful, and fair manner.11

Activity 2: Why Do I Want to Be in this Club? (10 minutes)12
The purpose of this activity is for girls to share why they joined the Club and for you to learn what they hope to
accomplish in the Club. You can do this in several ways:
◊

You can call on girls and then write their responses on the chalkboard or on a large piece of paper, or
you can simply allow girls to reply verbally, out loud. 13 If they are giving their responses verbally, make
sure they speak up—this is a good chance to learn that their voices and thoughts deserve to be heard!

◊

Girls can stand in a circle and pass around an object, such as a rock or a ball. Girls are only free to
speak when they have the object in their hand. When a girl has the object, it is her turn to answer the
question. Then she passes the object to the person next to her, so that the object eventually makes its
way around the circle. This ensures that all girls have an opportunity to speak.

◊

For Clubs providing individual mentorship and individual attention, it is useful to have a record of why
girls joined the Club and what they hope to accomplish. This will allow you to recall their answers and
to work with them individually on those issues throughout the semester (if in school) or the series of
Club sessions (if out of school). If this is the case for your Club, ask the girls to write their full names and
responses on a small piece of paper or a notecard. Collect their answers, and store them somewhere
safe and private. Alternatively, you could record their answers in your record book, if desired, which
also would then need to be kept in a safe and private place.

10 For guidance on creating Club objectives, see p. S-12 in the Start-Up Guide.
11 Abenaa Akuamoa-Boateng, 2015 WHW Girls’ Club Curriculum (Women’s Health to Wealth, 2015), 1. This text from WHW is based on: LitWorld,
LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths (LitWorld, 2011), 17–18.
12 If you are using a questionnaire or baseline survey (see p. S-26 in the Start-Up Guide, for more on the reasons for doing so), this is the ideal time to
distribute the survey and to ask your girls to fill it out. For Clubs in which girls did not “choose” to join, skip this activity.
13 If you have girls in your Club who have limited reading or writing skills, be sure to adapt activities in this chapter by using drawing or symbols, instead
of writing, and you should read out loud anything directed to be read by the girls, so that the activity can be done verbally.
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Activity 3: “Identity Webs” (15 minutes)
This activity is adapted from LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths and Women’s Health to Wealth’s 2015 WHW
Girls’ Club Curriculum.14

Hang the Identity Web diagram that you prepared on the chalkboard or a wall. Fill in the name of your Club in the
center of the Web, if not already written. Invite the girls to stand up in a circle or semicircle, so that they can still
see the diagram.
To continue getting to know each other, we are going to make an Identity Web. I have drawn the beginning
of the Web on this paper. [Point to diagram] Let’s go around in a circle and mention our names and just a
word or two that shares one special thing about who we each are that we want others to know about us. As
you share, I will record one thing about you on our Identity Web. I [the Facilitator] will share first. I am [your
name]. You can call me Auntie [your name, e.g., Mary] and I am a grandmother of two wonderful boys.15
Ask one girl to start. As the girls share, write a few words about what each one shares, such as “sister,” “daughter,”
“football,” or “drawing,” next to their name on the Identity Web. After each girl speaks and after you have written
her descriptive word(s), connect her triangle to the center Club circle, to make it clear that she is part of the Club.

“Identity Web” Template
Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words
Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

OUR
GIRLS’
CLUB

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words
Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words
Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

14
15
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Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words
Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

Girl’s Name
Descriptive Words

LitWorld, LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths, 18–19; and Akuamoa-Boateng, 2015 WHW Girls’ Club Curriculum, 1–2.
Please use whatever title is culturally appropriate for the girls to call you.
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Once all the girls have shared, ask them to identify the common words written next to each girl’s name and to
join those girls’ triangles with a line between them. For example, if Patricia and Beatrice both say they like to sing,
draw a line connecting Patricia and Beatrice on the Identity Web. You can begin by joining a line or two, and then
ask the girls to do the rest. Keep going until all the things the girls have in common have been identified. Then you
can say:
Well done, girls! Now look at our drawing. This is called an “Identity Web.” It shows how many things we
have in common. Just look at that—who knew we are all connected!?

Wrap-Up Activity (5 minutes)16
Thank the girls for their active participation today. Tell them how excited you are to begin this Club adventure
with them, and give them a brief preview of what you will be working on together in the next lesson.

LESSON 1B

OUR GIRLS’ CLUB CONSTITUTION

Brief Description
In this lesson, girls establish a safe space for their Club
by writing a Girls’ Club Constitution. This also teaches
the girls the importance of rules in all parts of life
and society.

Purpose
Girls understand the importance of following their
own Constitution so that everyone can be safe and
free to play, learn, and express themselves.

Learning Objectives
77 Girls learn about constitutions and why they
are important.
77 Girls create their own Constitution that will
govern their Club.

Materials Needed
• Chalkboard and chalk, or large piece
of paper and thick pen or marker
for Facilitator
• Tape, paste, string, or some kind
of adhesive
• Ball, rock, or other small object that
can be held in hand
• Pen or pencil for each girl

Facilitator Preparation
If you are doing the warm-up activity for ages
13–18, obtain at least one copy of your country’s
constitution or an international agreement or
convention, such as the Declaration on the Rights
of the Child or the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.17 If possible, have enough copies to distribute
to the girls so they can all read together!
16 As with the welcome activity, many short activities can be carried out to bring a given session to a close. To see a list of fun wrap-up activities, see
Annex 3. Topic-specific wrap-up activities are provided in each lesson of the curriculum, as available.
17 A copy of a simplified version of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights can be found in Annex 5.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome! (5 minutes)
Begin the Club session with the song or dance your Club created in Lesson 1A.

Warm-Up Activity: Why Do We Need Rules? (10–20 minutes)
This warm-up activity is adapted from LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths, Year Two. 18

Today the girls will be creating their own Girls’ Club Constitution, so that their Club can run safely and smoothly.
We offer two different warm-up activities to choose from, based on the age and/or reading level of your girls.

Activity for ages 7–12 (10–15 minutes):
Choose a sport that is popular in your community and popular with the girls. Ask the girls to explain
the rules of the game.19 Next, ask the girls:
- Why does this sport have rules?
- What purpose do the rules serve?
- What would happen during the game/match if there were no rules?

Activity for ages 13–18 (15–20 minutes):
Choose a Constitution or an international agreement for the girls to review. This could be your
country’s Constitution or founding document, or an international convention, such as the Declaration
on the Rights of the Child or the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Depending on the length of
the document, girls can take turns reading part or all of the document aloud. Discuss with the girls:20
- Why do countries have Constitutions? (Or, if you are using an international Convention
or Universal Declaration, you might say, “Why might the international community need
such Declarations [or Conventions]?)
- What would happen if they did not have Constitutions [or Declarations, or Conventions]?
- What purpose does the Constitution [or Declaration or Convention] serve?

Both Activities: Conclude with the following:
This Girls’ Club is just like [sport/country]. We also need rules, so that we can safely learn, share, and play.
So, let’s create them now!

18 LitWorld, LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths, Year Two (LitWorld), 10–11.
19 If the girls are very energetic and time allows, girls can actually play the sport briefly as a fun warm-up activity.
20 Adapt these questions based on the document that you are using.
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Activity 1: Creating a Girls’ Club Constitution (30 minutes)
This activity is adapted from FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India.21

Say:
Just like in [sport/country], our Club cannot function without rules that keep everyone safe and having fun.
We can call this a “Constitution,” which is a document that governs how we will conduct ourselves in our
Club.
Make sure you have a chalkboard, a large piece of paper, or cardboard on which to write and which all the girls
can see.
What are some rules you think are important to make sure our Club is safe, fun, and full of learning?
Ask the girls to suggest rules and to write them on the board, paper, or piece of cardboard. You may also suggest
rules, if there are some that must be included and that are non-negotiable. Here are some suggested rules used
successfully by FHI 360:22
◊

Only one child speaks at a time.

◊

Everyone gets a chance to speak.

◊

Come on time.

◊

Everyone should participate and not only some.

◊

Everyone should listen to the other person’s views.

◊

Do not make fun of another.

◊

Do not pass on secrets outside the training session.

◊

Everyone should respect everyone else.

◊

Treat everyone else equally.

◊

Do not say bad words.

◊

Do not hit anyone.

◊

Never ask others about their HIV status
[or other sensitive subjects].23

Once the girls have finished brainstorming about the rules, ask a girl with neat handwriting to come to the
board. Ask her to write your Club’s name at the top of the paper and then to write the word, “Constitution”
underneath the name. Tell all the girls this is now everyone’s chance to decide which rules they want in their
Constitution. Review each rule suggested, and ask the girls if they agree. You can judge if there is a consensus (if you do this, from time to time, you can ask your Notetaker [the girl you asked to write on the board],
whether she agrees with you, as a way of showing the girls that they are all equal and that you value their
judgment). Alternatively, the girls can vote on each of the rules. Some rules may be non-negotiable for the
Club, such as, “No violence.” When the girls agree on a rule, ask your Notetaker to copy that rule neatly
onto the Constitution paper.
21
22
23

FHI 360 and IMPACT, Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India, Module 1, 7.
Same as previous footnote.
Same as previous footnote.
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Once you have gone through all the rules, ask the girls whether they feel ready to vote to approve the Constitution. If they do, hold a vote. However, if one or more of the girls are not ready to approve the Constitution, ask
them why, and lead a brief discussion about whichever draft Constitutional provision is bothering them. You can
say that even though you do not have a lot of time, it is important to resolve these concerns and to make sure
everyone agrees on the Constitution that will govern their Club. Try to resolve the concern within 1 to 2
exchanges among the girls, so that you can go ahead and hold this important vote!
Praise the girls for writing their own Constitution.
Then ask them:
What should we do if someone violates the rules
in our Constitution?
Facilitate a discussion of the repercussions. They
could be as simple as doing 10 push-ups, singing
a song, or explaining why they felt it was OK to
violate their own rules.

NOTE: Writing their own Constitution gives the girls
ownership rights to their Club and to everyone’s behavior
when they are in the Club. The more the girls appreciate
and agree with the importance of the Constitution, the
more likely they will be to obey the rules and to feel like full
participants in the Club and in each Club activity.24

Activity 2: Electing Club Leaders (10 minutes)25
As described in this Handbook’s Start-Up Guide, many Clubs elect girl leaders in order to: (a) support the Facilitator in the Club’s management; and (b) promote leadership skills and agency for the girls.26 How many and
which positions your Club elects are up to you and your girls! Some possible Club positions include a President,
Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary, Notetaker, and Supplies Manager. Each of these positions should then have
roles and responsibilities outlined, such as:
◊

Gathering and settling girls in their seats for the start of the Club;

◊

Taking attendance;

◊

Being the designated scribe for writing on the board or on large white paper;

◊

Taking notes during the session;

◊

Keeping track of and organizing all supplies and/or records;

◊

Managing Club finances and/or savings if applicable, given Club curriculum;

◊

Communicating with Club members outside of the Club; and/or

◊

Assisting the Facilitator with other tasks, as needed.

You and your girls can decide which responsibilities go with each position. For instance, the Club Secretary could
take attendance and take notes, or she could take attendance and be the “designated scribe.” The Treasurer could
manage Club finances and also keep track of supplies.

24 Moreover, if the girls feel that their Club is successful and that they are learning new things and making new friends through their Club activities,
chances are that they will behave according to Club rules even when they are not participating in Club activities, which would be a win-win all around, and
a great testament to your role as Club Facilitator!
25 To have time for this activity in a 60-minute lesson, Facilitators will have to move the girls through the warm-up activity and the creation of the Constitution quickly, saving about 10 minutes to complete this final activity.
26 See Part 1: Girls’ Club Start-Up Guide, “Selecting Girls’ Club Leaders,” p. S-19.
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To begin the election process, describe these different positions to the girls so that they understand what
each position is responsible for. Ask if they have any questions about the positions. If not, then ask the girls to
nominate themselves and each other for the positions. Each nominated girl should be asked if she accepts the
nomination before she is added as a candidate. Write on the chalkboard or on a piece of paper the names of each
candidate who has accepted the nomination for each position. If time allows, the girls can give brief speeches on
why they would like to serve in that position and how they can contribute to the Club in that role.
Then, going through each position, ask all Club members to vote. Each member can only vote for one candidate
for each position. To encourage the girls to be honest, and so that no one’s feelings are hurt, it is best to vote
anonymously. Explain the process, as listed below, to the girls before beginning, so they understand how to vote.
1. Ask all the girls to close their eyes before voting begins.
2. You, the Facilitator, will announce the first position and names of all the girls running for that position.
3. Tell the girls you will now call out each of the candidates’ names again one by one, and that they should raise their
hands only once, for the girl that they would like to vote for. Make sure that they keep their eyes closed!
4. Call out each candidate’s name for that position, and record how many girls raised their hand for each candidate.
5. Do this for all positions before asking the girls to open their eyes.
6. Last, announce the winners! Be sure to congratulate ALL girls who ran for a position, and make sure everyone is
supportive of each other, no matter if they won or lost.

Wrap-Up Activity (5 minutes)
Thank the girls for their active participation today. Give them a brief preview of what you will be teaching in the
next lesson. As always, feel free to incorporate one of the suggested wrap-up activities, if you have time!
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